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TOP 10 HR JOBS IN ARIZONA
Human resource professional wanted at IBM

This job would actually not demand only duties from the person but it would also provide the candidate with some valuable experience in this field. But the
candidate must have a master’s degree in employee relations and should be open to travel without posing any problem. A full time employee is required for
this.

The SAP HR benefits consultant

They require a consultant who would effectively carry out the works in the field of human resources that are assigned to him. He or she is expected to
configure benefits and help client companies with the process of selection actually.

Director human resources required in Raytheon

For this job the person must have an experience of 14 years of recruiting employees. He should have some experience in client handling and strategic
planning as well. He or she should constantly try to monitor the recruitment process really well from a supervisory position.

Human resource director wanted

For a search firm a human resource director is wanted in Arizona. There would be many situations where he would be expected to execute strategic
directions for the HR initiatives. He or she needs to make compensation analysis and also think about employee relations.

Human resource assistance required in local Tuscon Company

The person who is interested in applying for this job must have an experience of 3 years working in this field and should be able to communicate in English or
Spanish and should have good knowledge over Microsoft tools.

Human resource job at biotech

A background in medical devices is required for this job. A job experience of 8 years is required in the field of human resources where the person has been
very progressive.

Human resource recruiter wanted in sector staffing

The compensation provided by this company is really good. It is around $63, 000 to $80, 000. The person has to assist in the staffing of both external and
internal candidates.

Director in human resources

The human resource related initiatives are expected to be taken by him and he should be in a position to take decisions. In case you are interested then you
just need to go to the website of frontline source group and get your resume submitted.

Desert diamond casino and hotel has to offer the job of a human resource recruiter

Just the bachelor’s degree and a year’s experience are required for this job.

Amphi’s human resource team wants a human resource specialist

A full time job is promised by this organization.

 


